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INTRODUCTION
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This is the first neighbourhood plan for Soho. The Soho Neighbourhood Area was
designated by Westminster City Council (WCC) on 17th May 2013 and is the designated
area for the plan as shown by the red line on the plan below.

Soho Neighbourhood Forum (SNF) was designated as a Business Neighbourhood Forum for
a five-year term by WCC on 25th July 2014 to give Soho the opportunity to draw up its own
plan for the area. It is the intention of the forum to apply for its renewal for a further 5 years
in 2019.
The SNF has prepared the plan to provide a vision for the future of the Soho area and to set
out how that vision will be realised through planning and controlling land use and
development until 2031. This end date has been chosen as it marks the end of the current
London Plan. The plan is being prepared in accordance with the Town & Country Planning
Act 1990, the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act of 2004, the Localism Act 2011 and
the neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2015 (as amended).
Both the Westminster City Plan (the local plan) and the London Plan were adopted in 2016
and under the guidance provided by the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), are up
to date but the Mayor has published a new Draft London Plan. Consultation on it finished on
2nd March 2018. These documents provide the strategic context for the Plan. In addition, a
number of policies in the Westminster Unitary Development Plan (UDP) 2007 have been
‘saved’ and form part of the development plan. This plan has been prepared to be in general
conformity with these planning documents. WCC are currently reviewing and updating the
Westminster City Development plan and will integrate the saved UDP policies into it.
How to read the plan
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The plan starts by stating out the Forum’s vision for Soho. It then sets out the individual
aspirations, the support for them, the reasoning and the policies, which together are focused
on helping to achieve that vision. These are grouped within three main themes or sections.
Culture, Heritage and Commercial Activity; Housing and Environment.
Each section sets out the planning policies and the reasons for them to achieve their part of
the overall vision. The policies themselves are supported by a reasoned justification for the
policy, which describes what it seeks to achieve and provides or refers to relevant evidence
to show the policy to be soundly based. Policies are the statutory part of the plan.
Policies are numbered and presented in Blue Boxes like this. It is these policies against
which planning applications will be assessed once the plan comes into force. It is
advisable that, in order to understand the full context for any policy, it is read in
conjunction with the supporting text.
These are the policies that applicants, after the plan comes into force, must have regard to in
preparing their planning applications. Within the SNA they have equal weight to the policies
in Westminster’s City Development Plan.
In addition, the policies in each section are followed by The Forum’s Recommendations.
These set out a series of non-statutory recommended actions which, whilst not land use
planning policies, are specific activities that will assist in delivering the Plan’s vision for Soho.
They are based on the widespread views expressed during the various stages of
consultation and give expression to those aspirations. Each recommendation is clear as to
the body or bodies it is addressed to and indicates the priority and timescale that the forum
feels is appropriate for each. These are divided into three time periods from the date the plan
comes into force.
Immediate - within 12 months
Medium - between 2 to 5 years
Long - until the end of the plan
Some are entitled Ongoing because once adopted should continue to be implemented
throughout the life of the plan.
The Recommendations are numbered and presented in Red Boxes like this.
It is advisable that, in order to understand the full context for any recommendation, it is
read in conjunction with the supporting text.

These main sections are followed by the forum’s Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
recommendations and priorities. In addition there will be a separate document called The
Evidence Base containing or providing links to the surveys, reports, references and
appendices used to create the evidence base for the plan.
How the Plan has been prepared
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Under the title ‘Plan for Soho’ a website was established www.planforsoho.org, forum
members were sought from all those who live or work in the area and also its local
councillors. The forum has sought to engage the community as widely as possible - through
its website, social media, leaflets including pub beer mats and Christmas baubles! All
addresses in the area have been leafleted on various occasions with information about the
forum in addition to invitations to specific events and each AGM.
As the Forum is a business forum it has been important to ensure that business interests are
given equal representation to resident ones. A 16 member Forum Steering Group (FSG) was
established in July 2015 with eight business representing larger and smaller businesses and
eight resident members. The FSG quickly established 6 working parties to establish the key
issues facing Soho under the following headings: Living in Soho, Working in Soho, Getting
Around, the Environment, Commercial Activity and Culture and Heritage.
These key issues were then put to the community via a one-page survey, both online and
through a range of pop up events across Soho, held in the summer of 2016. We asked
respondents to rate the issues for importance between 1 and 10, (with ten being highest
importance) and also to choose the top three issues they were concerned about. We
received a total of 993 responses. Of the respondents 16% were residents, 4% both
residents and also local workers, 42% workers, 11% workers and also visitors and 27%
visitors. The full key issues survey report is available in Part 2 and on this link.
https://1drv.ms/b/s!AtyciEXICISnxTDpb2XBfP_4_WLy
Analysis showed that most issues scored a mean rating of well over 7 out of 10, suggesting
all the issues were relevant to our audience. Rated individually, protecting and promoting the
culture and heritage of the area is the most important issue for all groups. Improving air
quality, protecting creative industries and ensuring future developments reflect Soho’s scale
and style of building were also important to all.
The top 3 resident issues were culture and heritage, developing more affordable housing
and keeping the scale and style of the area. For workers besides culture and heritage,
protecting the entertainment/night time economy and space for creative industries made up
their top three issues. For visitors it was culture and heritage, entertainment/the nighttime
economy and social/affordable housing.
The Policy themes
In the light of these priorities as expressed within the survey the plan has been divided into
three broad themes
Theme 1
To put in place policies and recommendations which promote and protect the culture,
heritage and commercial activity of Soho, encompassing keeping its existing scale and
style of development, providing a wide and well run range of entertainment/night time
economy activities and continuing to be a home for creativity and innovation.
Theme 2
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To put in place policies and recommendations which seek to ensure Soho continues to have
a wide ranging and balanced residential population through enabling the provision of more
market, social and affordable housing with a mix of housing types and sizes and to help
house key workers who have a clear link with the area. The plan seeks to support this with
policies and recommendations, which help to tackle some of the negative impacts on
residential amenity.
Theme 3
To put in place policies and recommendations which will enable improvements to the local
environment to make the area more sustainable. This is terms of pedestrian, cycle and
vehicle movement, congestion, air quality, greening, recycling, waste management and
improved public spaces.
These three themes are consistent with the vision set by the Forum Steering Group’s (FSG)
for the area at the outset.
OUR VISION FOR SOHO
The Soho Neighbourhood Area is a unique and important part of London with a rich
and vibrant heritage. This Plan will enable development, which reinforces Soho’s
reputation for creativity, diversity and tolerance. These characteristics are
demonstrated in many ways, for example: through the range of businesses, from sole
trader to multiples and household names; through its varied and strong residential
communities and through its diverse cultural and entertainment offer. The Plan will
protect this diverse mix and also enable some further growth, which sustainably
enhances what is already a complexly developed area.
A ‘facts and figures’ day was held on 28 September 2016. This workshop helped members
of the working groups and other interested forum members understand: the process of
exploring data sets; setting out policy options that are needed to move forward on the issues
raised by the working groups and the support expressed in the public engagement survey.
In order to move the plan-making process forward, members of the FSG then decided to
establish three policy development teams (PDT’s) based on each of the three objectives.
These teams met regularly and exchanged information between meetings up to the end of
2016 to collect evidence, draft initial policies and present policy options. It was then decided
in early 2017 to hold a further survey to test support for these aspirational policies and
recommendations to judge how widely they were supported across the community in Soho.
This aspirations survey targeted a wide cross section of stakeholder groups and asked them
what challenges they foresaw for the policies and for suggestions as to how they thought the
policy aspirations could be improved. The survey closed on 7th June 2017 and received 542
responses.
The full stakeholder survey report is available using this link:
https://1drv.ms/b/s!AtyciEXICISn2hAd6pztY_u7II55
The three PDT’s continued to refine their initial policy proposals in the light of the comments
made during this survey. Three policy development ‘Salons,’ focusing on each of the core,
three policy areas, were held in the autumn of 2017 at Soho charity and creative members
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club, The House of St Barnabas, with invited sector and community experts to provide their
views and experience. The spring of 2018 was taken up with producing this first full draft of
the plan to present to the forum’s AGM on 4th July 2018. It also commissioned and received
supporting studies from AECOM on the Character and Heritage of Soho, another on
Housing need and work from Publica to update their 2014 Soho Public Realm report and to
define the location of creative industry clusters. These were received in the second half of
June and so some revisions to take account of their various recommendations, which will
further strengthen the reasoning for the plan’s policies.
WCC has repeatedly delayed the publication of its draft of the revisions to the City
Development Plan since the original proposed dates of October 2017 and this is now
scheduled to be published for consultation in October so this may also involve further
updates to the plan. However, this draft states the core aspirations, policies and
recommendations that forms the Soho Neighbourhood Plan.
MORE STEPS TO FOLLOW as they occur to complete the each of the steps to producing
subsequent drafts, submission to Westminster and to independent Inspector and finally the
two referendums.
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD AREA – SOHO TODAY
The Strategic and Planning Context
The London Plan designates the central area of London, which contains its principal
concentration of business, commercial, leisure, capital city and world city functions as a
Central Activities Zone (CAZ). Soho is a core location within the CAZ and contains many of
these uses as well as residential and local business uses. The Westminster City Plan
designates the central part of Westminster as the Core CAZ because of the intensity of use
and range of activities. The plan encourages mixed use within this core area. In order to
protect and encourage certain uses the Council has designated five Special Policy Areas. It
has designated part of Soho as the Tottenham Court Road Opportunity Area although the
plan notes that because of its position within historic areas it is not appropriate for tall
buildings. Soho also lies within the Council’s West End Special Retail Policy Area which
aims to protect, enhance and promote retail with better transport and pedestrian linkages, as
well as Oasis Areas for rest and relaxation.
See part 2 for more detailed references
A brief history
The 1966 GLC Survey of London describes the parish of St Anne as “the most famous of
London’s cosmopolitan quarters. Widespread building development was taking place in this
area in the 1670’s and 1680’s and when Louis XIV revoked the Edict of Nantes in 1685 large
numbers of Huguenot refugees began to settle here. This foreign element has been
periodically replenished by new immigrants, particularly in the latter part of the nineteenth
century. Soho is now famous, amongst other things, for its good food….”
The Soho Conservation Area was first designated in 1969 and extended in 1976, 1979,
1983, 1990 and 2005. In this last revision the area south of Shaftesbury Avenue became the
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separate Chinatown Conservation Area. The 2005 audit was then adopted as Special Policy
Guidance and still applies. Paragraphs 4.1 and 4.3 of the audit state:
“Soho is London’s most central village, with narrow streets and alleyways, restaurants, cafes
and food shops, small businesses and street markets intermingled with many surviving
eighteenth century houses. It’s multiple layers of history and varied street life makes Soho’s
streets both fascinating and lively. Yet it is also a strongly residential area, with a growing
residential population. The important residential element to Soho’s character prevents it from
appearing entirely commercial.”
“Soho today remains one of London’s most colourful and vibrant neighbourhoods. Its
character is defined not just through its built form but by its many and varied uses and
residents and the diversity of communities which occupy its spaces.”

Working in Soho
According to the 2018 West End Ward Profile
https://www.westminster.gov.uk/sites/www.westminster.gov.uk/files/west-end-wardprofile.pdf compiled by Westminster City Council the ward was home to 216,225 jobs
provided by 19,767 businesses. It is difficult to get accurate figures for Soho itself but as it is
the most commercially and intensively used part of the three areas that make up the ward,
(Mayfair, Fitzrovia and Soho); the numbers are likely to be around a third of those totals. It is
also the most economically productive ward with a gross value added of approximately £19
billion.
Most of those in the approximately 75,000 jobs in Soho commute in from elsewhere in
London and the South East. Whilst there are a wide range of business sectors and niche
businesses there are some clearly established sectors. One of the varied uses referred to by
the Conservation Area Audit was the emergence in the twentieth century of a cluster of
headquarters for the cinema industry based in and around Wardour Street. From this a
variety of creative, advertising and media clusters followed including film editing and postproduction. The proximity to Saville Row has ensured a range of cutting rooms and tailors,
both supporting that street whilst growing its own styles and outlets. Carnaby Street, the
centre of fashion in the 1960’ and 70’s, is now a thriving, diverse area for fashion, eating and
leisure.
Food, beverage and hospitality are world-renowned parts of Soho. The area’s restaurants,
bars, music venues, members clubs and also the markets on Rupert St and Berwick Street,
create an endlessly attractive offer to visitors and provide high levels of employment. In
addition, the professional, scientific, technical, financial and insurance sectors coupled with
general business administration and support are all represented in the SNA.
Soho has always been a home of start-ups and SMEs, which are crucial to ensuring,
continued creativity across all sectors, but rising rents with many business leases having
‘upward only’ rent review clauses have made this more challenging to sustain for some
businesses when the market flattens or dips. However, the 2018 West End ward profile
indicates that 1,300 people were employed in new start-ups in 2017.
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Living in Soho
Although originally built as a primarily residential area, Soho is typified by mixed use. Living
accommodation, much of it privately rented, is mainly found on the upper floors above
commercially used basement, ground floor and sometimes commercial upper floors and
accounts for 47% of all homes. In addition, there are three high-rise blocks of
accommodation managed by City West Homes in Kemp House, Ingestre Court and Blake
House. 23% of homes are in social housing and are in many locations, from a range of
providers but principally Soho Housing Association. 4% of homes are owned and are very
highly priced with the ward profile stating that a person on the median income for the ward
would have to pay 38.7 times their annual salary to purchase a median priced home in the
ward. In terms of household sizes, the ward profile states that 56% are single person
households, 29% 2 person, 8% 3 person and 4% 4 person.
Living alongside a wide ranging and active business community with many parts of it working
24/7, places a number of stresses on the health and wellbeing of residents and noise
nuisance is a constant complaint.
Visiting, shopping and leisure in Soho
Soho’s iconic name was originally a hunting cry later taken up by the Duke of Monmouth a
famous Soho resident during his ill-fated rebellion ending at the battle of Sedgemoor. History
and famous people play an important part in Soho’s attractiveness to visitors and the mural
at the west end of Broadwick Street and the many plaques around the area are a regular
haunt for guided tourist groups. The distinctive layout and architecture adds character too,
as embodied by its many listed buildings and Conservation Area status, but visitors come
also for an indefinable and constantly changing vibe, a sort of ‘spirit of Soho’. That comes in
part from the hint of the former predominance of sex related uses and relaxed attitudes to
sexual orientation, as well as the café culture and cuisine, the theatres and the noticeable
variety of people on the streets. On average according to Westminster City Council 260,000
visit the West End ward every day. Over a third of visits are on foot and that percentage
continues to increase As Soho’s profile continues to rise, it is becoming home to an
increasing number of hotels, which although they support the visitor economy and provide
jobs sometimes displace parts of the very mixed uses which give the area its character.
Soho has an unparalleled, diverse and well-supported evening economy based around
theatres, cinemas, restaurants and bars, diversified by jazz and music venues, private members clubs, cabaret and nightclubs. This continues after midnight to become a late-night
economy, which has more problematic elements for residents and some neighbours with an
increasing emphasis on the consumption of alcohol and drug taking.
Accessibility and Environment in Soho
Soho has well known and busy boundary roads with Shaftesbury Avenue, Charing Cross
Road, Oxford Street and Regent Street, although the latter is just outside the boundary of
the Soho Neighbourhood Area (SNA) as it sits within the separate Regent Street
Conservation Area. Within Soho streets are narrow, pavements often narrower still, with high
levels of traffic congestion in many streets, which pose difficulties in making deliveries and
receiving collections. Air quality is generally amongst the worst in London. The arrival of the
Elizabeth line and Crossrail 2 will enhance accessibility but also further increase pedestrian
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flows and congestion of the public realm. There is no undeveloped land available to
accommodate growth and so there is pressure to intensify activity by redevelopment or
refurbishment to provide larger and often more economically valuable space. However, this
often displaces existing businesses and when a number of schemes take place at the same
time it causes substantial disruption during the development phase. Such schemes unless
very well-designed can lead to a sense of ‘canyonisation’ in the narrower streets, which
undermines the area’s character. There are well-documented deficits in play space and
green space and the London Heat Map indicates that wasted heat and carbon emissions are
high. https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/london-heat-map/viewlondon-heat-map
1. THE PLAN POLICIES
The next sections are divided into a series of policies (marked with a P) which are the
statutory part of the plan and followed by recommendations to other bodies (marked
with an R) to help achieve the plans aspirations

Statements (in green in this Word version) are the wording of the aspirations
which were included in Summer 2017 Stakeholder Survey consultation
followed by the average percentage level of support they received from
respondents. The responses from the three constituent groups of consultees
varied a little to make up these average percentages. These differing levels of
support can be consulted on our website in the ‘full survey results’ post on 9th
August 2017.

PDT 1 CULTURE, HERITAGE AND COMMERCIAL
ACTIVITY
ASPIRATIONS, REASONING, POLICIES AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
These aspirations respond to the Commercial/Creative Cultural & Heritage issues
raised by the initial working party and endorsed by responses to the summer 2016
key issues survey and the summer 2017 stakeholder survey questionnaire. The
policies, and recommendations below, show how the plan will seek to meet these
aspirations.

PDT1.1 CULTURE AND HERITAGE (H&C)
SURVEY ASPIRATION: Heritage and Culture

To preserve, enhance, develop and promote the heritage and
culture of Soho so that the area evolves in an organic way, and
thrives by retaining the underlying ‘spirit of Soho,’ which gives it
such a distinctive character. 88%
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Reasoning Soho is one of London’s key conservation areas, known globally as an
entertainment and creative hub, with distinctive architecture, narrow streets, a
proliferation of small independent businesses and individual shop fronts. The highest
number of Blue plaques for an area in London are found in Soho. There are 226
listed buildings within the Soho neighbourhood plan area. The heritage of Soho is
reflective of the waves of immigration that have passed through it from the
Huguenots to the Italians – still evident in cafes like Bar Italia, the fashion scene that
continues to play a role and the creative industries that are vital to the UK economy.
The music industry is also an important contributor in the development of Soho as an
entertainment district and this plan seeks to support a revival of live music in Soho.
The Soho neighbourhood area is largely covered by the Soho Conservation Area.
This conservation area status is important in recognising and seeking to protect
Soho’s character. The predominant building scale, as described in the AECOM
Heritage and Character Assessment, is from three to five storeys above a ground
floor and basement and the introduction of development substantially taller than five
storeys would “erode the intimate historic character of the area”. The policies of this
section seek to support this character and prevent further erosion by encouraging
larger scale developments to be located on or close to the boundaries of the area.
Redevelopment and substantial refurbishment proposals within the conservation
area should respect the pre-existing plot widths and scale of the vicinity. The more
varied the size of spaces on offer the greater the likelihood of a continuing diverse
mix of occupiers.
Soho has over time become a profoundly mixed-use area with differing uses
existing, above, below and beside one another and it is this which gives it a large
part of its charm and attractiveness not only to visitors but to the businesses which
seek to locate here. Whilst all new proposals will need to be constructed to achieve
high levels of sustainability, those, which recognise that diversity in size, scale and
plot widths supports and enhances Soho’s character, will be welcomed and
supported. In a highly commercial area, existing local amenity D1 uses such as
churches, medical buildings and schools are an important part of the mix and must
be retained and enhanced wherever possible. Public open space is limited to three
public squares and gardens, which are very intensively used. Maintaining these is
vitally important as well as enhancing them and adding to such spaces whenever
possible.
This plan aims to maintain and enhance the vibrant mix of architecture and
businesses that gives Soho its character and human scale, which are essential to
retain both the tangible and intangible aspects of Soho’s heritage and spirit/brand –
which make it “so attractive to businesses and visitors alike.” (Westminster City
Plan). Whilst the potential difficulty in identifying the intangible ‘Spirit of Soho is
recognised, what is clear that that this intangible factor is being eroded and needs to
be preserved in order to keep Soho unique for future generations. Therefore the
following policies seek to ensure that development is in keeping with Soho’s
character and scale.
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POLICIES
C&HP1: Proposals which respect the predominant character of the conservation
area in terms of size and scale will be supported. Proposals for further large-scale
development will only be supported where they are located at or close to the
boundaries of the Soho Neighbourhood Area.
C&HP2: The existing plot widths of buildings replaced by development or substantial
refurbishment proposals should reflect individual ‘building by building’ scale to
ensure a continuing diversity of architectural character and avoid creating, either at
ground level or upper floors, a bland or uniform design. Proposals which seek to
substantially increase the height of buildings will not normally be supported.
C&HP3: Proposals for tall buildings which are significantly taller than their
surroundings will not be supported within the Conservation Area and any proposals
for substantially taller buildings will only be considered where they front the boundary
roads to the area. Whilst there are three residential tower blocks originally
constructed to provide local authority housing at Blake House, Kemp House and
Ingestre Court, these should be regarded as exceptional and not used as a
precedent within the conservation area for new buildings in the vicinity of a similar
height. (Add AECOM MAP PAGE 11 protected views/suitable areas.)
C&HP4: Proposals for mixed use developments and refurbishments, which retain the
traditional mix of occupiers, light industrial, office, and residential use (with
appropriate sound insulation in line with WCC planning regulations) will be
supported.
C&HP5: Existing D1 uses, Social and Community Floor Spaces, which provide
important
amenity value to the local community should normally be retained and where
possible enhanced as part of any development proposal.
C&HP6: All Public open spaces should be retained and proposals which contribute
to their enhancement will be regarded as an important planning benefit.
RECOMMENDATIONS
C&HR1: The development industry should note that hotels are not a traditional
heritage use of space in Soho. Further to policy CAP3, (Commercial Activity) uses
that reflect the Soho mix of creative uses will be supported rather than adding to the
existing number of hotels. Timescale: Immediate
C&HR2: The plan recommends that WCC should update the Soho Conservation
Area carrying out a street by street audit of Soho. This should include a composite
record of buildings including buildings of merit, assets of community value and
commemorative plaques Timescale: Immediate
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C&HR3: The plan recommends WCC produce and promote the use of a design and
style guide for Soho shopfronts to encourage and positively contribute to the
character of the area and ensure diversity. The plan recommends that The Soho
Society is consulted on this. Timescale: Immediate
C&HR4: The plan recognises the role that the sex industry played in the heritage of
Soho and recommends that the Museum of Soho documents the history of the Sex
industry and the role played in the history of Soho in full. Timescale: Medium by
2020
C&HR5: This plan recognises the decline of yards and rear building spaces in Soho
which are often overlooked and used to incorporate modern upgrades to amenities.
The plan recommends that an audit of historic yards is carried out by WCC as part of
C&HR2 in order to determine the optimum way to enhance and protect them for the
future whilst not precluding sensitive and careful upgrades of the buildings which
surround such spaces to help improve their sustainability. Timescale: Immediate
C&HR6: In recognition of the role it plays in collating the intangible spirit of Soho, this
plan recommends and supports locating a permanent home for the Museum of Soho
which may potentially be facilitated by CIL money. Timescale: Medium by end 2020.

PDT1.2 CREATIVE INDUSTRIES (CI)
SURVEY ASPIRATION: Creative Industries

To support the creative industry cluster in Soho to retain and grow
this existing nationally and internationally significant creative hub,
possibly through designating a Special Policy Area and thus
support employment growth. 84%
Reasoning ‘Creative industries are the fastest growing sector of the UK economy,’
Creative Industries Federation Website. They are defined by the UK government as
“those industries which have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent and
which have a potential for wealth and job creation through the generation and
exploitation of intellectual property”. UK GOV
Soho enjoys a global reputation as a creative hub for film, post-production, digital
media, advertising and theatre. ‘In Soho, established businesses and new players in
the creative sector find space, connectivity, communication, infrastructure, networks,
cross-overs of people, place and new technologies, enabling work to be created in
the city’s heart.’ PUBLICA There is a perception that numbers of creative businesses
have decreased over the last 10 years, and that other creative sectors have left
Soho due to different factors including digital development and costs. The area is not
well provided with high speed broadband and WIFI to support creative activity. The
12

plan seeks to increase its provision as part of the benefits, which should flow from
further development of the area
The role that private members’ clubs play as networking venues, for creative
industries and business clusters, is an important function and part of Soho’s
character and culture. “In a rapidly changing city and a developing creative sector,
the importance of physical spaces at the heart of the capital is heightened - central
meeting places with the most accessibility for all creative hubs and workers, where
business can be done, ideas can be born, tested and exchanged” PUBLICA. In
addition, galleries also provide important opportunities to showcase creative art and
culture.
It is the aim of this plan to support and encourage creative sector growth and to
recognise the sector for both economic and cultural reasons. ‘London’s creative
industries are concentrated at its centre, the West End is the district with the highest
concentration of creative workers, and Soho is the neighbourhood at the very heart
of this.’ PUBLICA
Although it is recognised that neighbouring areas in London have creative clusters,
Soho is unique in its representation of the range of creative industries, in both their
diversity and concentration. Creative Industry usage is inherent and spread evenly
throughout Soho.
Central to this plan, is the creation of a Special Policy area (SPA) to support,
enhance and promote Soho, as an important location for the creative industries. To
recognise the role Soho plays as a location for a wide range of creative industries by
designating a Special Policy Area (SPA) which recognises and supports the area’s
unique role, as a home for creative talent and its significance to the UK economy.
The SPA classification includes within it (in addition to WCC plan definitions) private
members clubs, specialist retail and Berwick Street Market as well as the areas’ film
and post-production companies.
POLICIES
CIP1: A Soho Special Policy area, defined in PUBLICA MAP4, is designated to
support, enhance and promote the following uses: creative industries, (using the
definitions of the Westminster City Development Plan 2016, including media,
members’ clubs, galleries and specialist retail.
INSERT PUBLICA MAP 4
CIP2: All planning applications for developments and building refurbishments over
1,000 sqm net internal should include the provision of high speed broadband, plus
provision as part of the development of suitable safe and secure Wi-Fi apparatus to
serve the wider area within a radius of at least 100 metres.
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CIP3: Existing private members clubs, and galleries will be protected. Proposals,
which seek to replace these uses, will be resisted unless there are exceptional
circumstances. Proposals for new private members’ clubs and galleries will be
supported.
CIP4: Proposals, which ensure 25% of the lettable space in all major new
developments or refurbishments are assigned as workspace for the creative
industries, with an emphasis on start-ups, will be strongly supported.
RECCOMMENDATIONS
CIR1: WCC should explore opportunities to use its rate reduction powers to support
start-ups and SME’s which make a clear contribution to the creative industries.
Timescale: Immediate
CIR2: WCC should explore utilizing Soho’s resources to encourage emerging talent
and the continued Oscar success enjoyed by Soho over the last 10 years.
Timescale: Active within 2 years for plan publication.
CIR3: Whilst respecting the size and scale of the Soho Conservation area, WCC
should ensure that its planning policy supports a mix of tenants by size, turnover and
number of employees to encourage a diverse neighbourhood, in keeping with Soho’s
heritage of entertainment, retail, bars, restaurants and creative occupancy.
Timescale: Ongoing
CIR4: Where new developments are required as part of their planning permission to
provide public art these should be works of art that reflect the heritage of Soho or the
building and/or are created by Soho-based creatives. It is also recognised that it is
not always relevant to have the art in a building, so the provision could be something
like Carnaby Echoes which was a walking tour around Carnaby linked to an App
showing the musical history of the area. Timescale: Immediate

PDT1.3 COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY (CA)
SURVEY ASPIRATION: Size and Scale

To support investment in Soho which respects the nature of the
conservation area, generally retaining its character and human
scale, channelling large-scale development to the boundaries of the
area. 86%
SURVEY ASPIRATION: Business including Small Businesses

To support and enhance the range and diversity of businesses in
Soho, in particular, by strengthening nationally and locally
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important industry clusters and by ensuring that there is a
continuing supply of flexibly sized office accommodation for all
types of business including both existing and new SMEs'. 82%
Reasoning Soho is unique in the range and diversity of its businesses and retailers,
which, in turn, are a function of its special history and the diverse populations that
have made their homes in Soho. These activities (which include specialist and
independent retail, such as, fabric, music retail and vinyl stores), distinguish it from
many other London villages. The consultation surveys show that the human size and
scale of most of Soho is highly valued by people who work, live and visit Soho.
In general development activity, usually, in pursuit of the highest commercial viability,
reduced cost and tenant covenant, seeks to provide the largest possible floorplates
within the developed or refurbished building. If left unconstrained this activity would
progressively reduce the variety of business space on offer. The plan does not seek
to prevent all future large developments in suitable locations. However, the existence
of smaller commercial and retail spaces rather than large floorplates and units by
their nature allow for a greater variety and mix of occupiers within the space provided
and it is this mixture and diversity which plays a large part in the creative processes
which thrive in Soho.
Such businesses have normally been located in the small floor plate buildings which
create in large part the character of the conservation area. The plan therefore seeks
to maintain these small floor plate buildings and also extend the availability of some
similarly sized new spaces, so that they are capable of letting to small businesses.
Where there are large developments, these should be designed in such a way that
part of the building is easily divisible to provide space for a variety of sized occupiers.
In addition, the creation of large ground floor reception/lobby areas which tend to
accompany large floor plate buildings should be avoid as these largely inactive
frontages erode the diversity and activity that typifies the conservation area.
The Plan supports the maintenance of the existing, diverse mix of commercial and
retail uses in the area and wishes to support an increase of this mix, with activities
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A diverse range of independently branded restaurants,
Specialist food retailing,
Businesses related to the music industry, (such as sheet music and vinyl
record shops)
Specialist clothing, suit making and fabric shops.
TV and Film post-production and advertising.
Communications, PR and marketing.
Residential amenity type shops.

The plan wishes to help retain creative activity in Soho and enhance Soho as a
location and hub for these activities. It is also a declared Conservation Area,
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therefore the size and scale of any new development and extensions to existing
properties must respect that fact and be designed sympathetically to this overall
character. In relation to ground floor retail AECOM’s Heritage and Character
assessment notes “The character of the street is sensitive to consolidation of
buildings or plots to form long, continuous frontages”
POLICIES
CAP1: Redevelopment proposals for existing commercial properties must ensure
that the existing number and scale of individual plot widths is respected and retained
(where practically possible), so that the availability of smaller commercial premises
for office and retail use is not normally diminished. Where proposals to amalgamate
buildings behind retained facades to reduce the duplication of cores in adjoining
buildings, such as staircases allow the introduction of improvements such as lifts and
energy efficiency gains they may be justified provided they do not inhibit the ability to
let the space as a number of smaller units.
CAP2: Proposals, which ensure shop frontages maintain a mix of sizes and designs,
will be supported to maintain and enhance the character of the Conservation Area.
Where the proposal includes creating or replacing a number of shop fronts, each
should have its own character and avoid creating a bland uniformity of design.
CAP3: Conversion of office and commercial premises to hotel use will not be
supported where it involves the loss of B1 floor space and has an adverse impact on
local creative industry employment and existing business clusters.
CAP4: Within the boundaries of the Soho Conservation Area, large floor plate office
developments for single occupiers are not regarded as suitable developments to be
supported. However, where proposals for large development schemes include large
floor plates these may be justified, if at least 25% of the space is designed to be
multi-occupied and is conditioned to be let in this way.
CAP5: In individual streets where the ground floor commercial shop fronts, within a
single use class form a predominate use in that street, proposals which result in
more than three consecutive units in that predominant use will not be permitted.
RECOMMENDATIONS
CAR1: The plan recommends to landlords that whenever possible multiples/chain
occupiers are actively encouraged to locate on the boundary streets of Soho, such
as Charing Cross Road, Shaftsbury Avenue, Carnaby Street, Oxford Street and
Regent Street, in order to protect the areas’ existing retail character. Timescale:
Ongoing
CAR2: Landlords should encourage new and innovative retail strategies to be tested
in Soho including ‘Pop Ups’, showrooms and short term lets. Timescale: Ongoing
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CAR3: Landlords should develop a Soho ‘loyalty card’ for residents and people who
work in Soho, to encourage them to shop in the independent businesses based in
Soho. The plan recommends that The Soho Society develop this. Timescale:
Immediate
CAR4: Public and private sector bodies should encourage the provision of
events/activities, which celebrate Soho, that involve both business and residential
communities. Timescale: Ongoing
CAR5: WCC should create and maintain a database of existing retail activity and
engage with owners and freeholders to ensure retention of those with community
value i.e. those businesses of an amenity nature and of value to the residential
community.

PDT1.4 Soho's Entertainment / Night Time Economy
SURVEY ASPIRATION: Entertainment venues

To support the development of a number of suitably located live
music venues of an appropriate scale for the area. 83%

1.4.1 ENTERTAINMENT VENUES (EV)
Reasoning In the 40 years spanning 1950’s – 1990’s, there was hardly a music
scene that didn’t start in Soho from the 2ii’s on Old Compton Street onwards.
Soho is still arguably an entertainment hub although in recent years, grassroots live
music has reduced considerably, replaced by restaurants and nightclubs by bars.
With live music venues falling due to changed commercial priorities, safety and
planning restrictions and increasing rent and rates, much of the activity associated
with Soho’s night-time economy has moved online or elsewhere. There are currently
a very limited number of dedicated music venues such as Ronnie Scot’s, Pizza
Express Jazz Room and Nothing but the Groove remaining in Soho. The plan
recognises live music as part of Soho’s history and heritage and a crucial part of
London’s live music culture long term and wishes to reverse the decline.
In line with the feedback from the survey and the draft London Plan, the plan aims to
support the development of live music venues in the Soho Neighbourhood Area.
POLICIES
EVP1: The development of a limited number of (D2) live music venues (indicatively
5-10), provided they are suitably designed and conditioned to have a low impact on
the immediate surrounding area, limited in size to under 400sqm with corresponding
audience capacity, will normally be supported, providing they comply with WCC’s
licensing policies. Existing music venues will be protected.
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EVP2: Any new, developments granted, which are specifically designed to
accommodate live music, should include a planning condition specifying opening and
closing hours of the premises, in line with WCC licensing policy.
EVP3: The development of new live music venues will normally be particularly
supported in basements where noise can be more easily contained and which
should ideally be inaudible from outside the premises.
RECCOMENDATIONS
EVR1: The plan encourages the use of the Asset of Community Value process by
concerned local groups and organizations, to help protect against the loss of ‘grassroot,’ live music venues and recommends that this is used where there is a realistic
chance of the venue continuing as a result of this process. Timescale: Immediate Soho Society to review existing venues and apply ACV.
EVR2: Developers are encouraged to adopt the 'Agent of Change' principle in line
with the London Plan, http://musicvenuetrust.com/2017/11/agent-of-change-is-policyd12-in-london-plan-2018/ whereby it is their responsibility, when building clubs /
music venues near residential property, to ensure that sound proofing and other
acoustic measures are sufficient to protect neighboring accommodation from
nuisance to the reasonable satisfaction of WCC's Environmental Health Department.
This should also apply to developers of residential accommodation where the
accommodation is sited next to existing clubs and music venues. Timescale:
Immediate and ongoing

1.4.2 ENTERTAINMENT USES AND THE NIGHT TIME
ECONOMY (ENT)
SURVEY ASPIRATION: The evening and night time economy

To support growth whilst encouraging good management of all
forms of all forms of entertainment, leisure and cultural activity,
enabling them to play an increasing part in Soho’s economy. This
will be achieved by mitigating or minimising any adverse impacts
on other users in the area and in particular on residential
neighbours. 77%
Reasoning Soho’s evening economy is well developed and varied. Theatres,
cinemas, galleries, pubs, bars restaurants and clubs all offer an unrivalled mix.
Whilst there is no clear cut-off point when this activity ceases, the nature of the latenight economy gradually changes to one more based on the consumption of alcohol
and illegal drugs and as a result can be more problematic. Problematic for police and
other agencies to control and enforce against and problematic for residents and
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workers because of the noise, littering, street fouling, ASB and crime which can
accompany it.
Whilst the plan is supportive of the growth in live music, it is promoted as an evening
activity because is recognized that the night time economy in general adds a degree
of pressure onto local services and amenity. It is important that residential concerns
are considered and that all night time establishments operate in line with, and are
early adopters of, any best practice provided by the Metropolitan Police, WCC and
other relevant stakeholders, ensuring venues are well regulated and managed,
without an adverse impact on residential amenity including dispersal.
POLICIES
ENTP1: WCC should attach a condition to all new planning permissions requiring
that no uncrushed bottle collections shall take place between 23.00- 07.00 and other
waste collections from 00.00 to 07.00. For deliveries none should be made after
23.00 and before 07.00.
ENTP2 In order to help reduce the adverse impacts which have been associated
with very large entertainment uses, the plan refines the WCC local plan by reducing
the limit in its current TACE policies from 500 to 400 sqm. Within the Soho
Neighbourhood Area, (which is part of a defined stress area and has experienced an
intensification of large entertainment uses since the introduction of Westminster’s
Unitary Development Plan), WCC’s local (TACE 9) policy should apply to units of up
to 400 sq. m of gross floor space and local (TACE 10) policy should apply to units
over 400 sq. m of gross floor space.
ENTP3: Applications which would result in more than 3 consecutive A3 and A4
premises will not be supported. This is in line with the neighbourhood plan strategy
to encourage a diverse mix of establishments and ensure that new venues are
dispersed to break up any overprovision.
ENTP4: A condition requiring the maximum number of customers on the premises as
agreed with WCCs Environmental Health Department should be attached to all new
planning permissions.
ENTP5: With regard to public amenity we support PR7 in adequate provision of
public toilets and would recommend that Westminster carry out an assessment of
the current visitor numbers to Soho and ensures that there is sufficient public toilet
provision to enable further license applications going forward.
RECOMMENDATIONS
ENTR1: To effectively manage crime, disorder and anti-social behavior, it is
recommended that if the nighttime levy is amended to clearly focus on these issues,
it should be implemented by WCC within the Soho Neighbourhood Area. NB This is
on the proviso that the changes to the Levy recommended by the parliamentary
select committee are adopted in order to target specific areas, the worst offenders
and avoid adding further costs to well-run small historically significant local
businesses.
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https://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/SN07100#fullrep

ort
Timescale: Scheme to be adopted, with the above proviso, once government policy
is published.
ENTR2: Developers and occupiers are encouraged to consider the impact of antisocial behavior on residents and visitors to Soho by putting in place effective lease
provisions and management policies to require their tenants to take responsibility for
dispersal. Timescale: Immediate and ongoing.
ENTR3: To reduce the impact on residential amenity at night, it is recommended that
all existing premises amend their premises licenses, to ensure they are following
best practice, and that waste and recycling collections and deliveries, particularly for
uncrushed bottles, only take place between 07.00 - 23.00.
With regards to reviewing existing licenses, we would recommend that this may be
an activity that the Soho Society Licensing team could undertake on WCC’s behalf
where such variations to the license are uncontested.
Timescale: Medium -Review all historic licenses in Soho by end 2020.
ENTR4: WCC should set up a preferred provider scheme for waste and delivery
companiess, similar to that trialed in Bond street, and that it reviews the waste
collection times across Soho to minimize the time that bags are left out for collection.
Timescale: Ongoing
ENTR5: We strongly endorse a recommendation put forward by the House of Lords
Select Committee on the Licensing Act 2003- stating ‘Coordination between the
licensing and planning systems can and should begin immediately in all local
authorities. The section 182
Guidance should be amended to make clear that a licensing committee, far from
ignoring any relevant decision already taken by a planning committee, should take it
into account and where appropriate follow it; and vice versa (paragraph 246)’.
Timescale: Immediate

PDT 2 HOUSING
The aspirations below were based on draft policies produced by the Housing PDT in
Spring 2017 in response to the key issues survey in 2016. They received significant
support in a subsequent stakeholder survey carried out in Summer 2017. A process
of revision followed, taking account of discussions with public and private housing
providers, the GLA and Westminster City Council, to produce policies and
recommendations designed to meet the aspirations of Soho's residents, workers,
businesses and visitors.

PDT2.1 HOUSING SUPPLY (HS)
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SURVEY ASPIRATION 7: to grow Soho’s residential community in line with
commercial growth, in particular, by ensuring that a larger proportion of funds
generated from development in the area for affordable housing are actually
spent in Soho. 79%
Reasoning: Commercial growth within Soho should not undermine the strength and
viability of the residential community, which, although now small in size, has played a
vital part in Soho’s history and success. It is recognised that the benefits of growth
come at a cost to local residents and that at least some of these benefits should be
applied to supporting the residential community. There are good reasons for seeking
to increase the local supply of housing particularly for workers able to pay
intermediate rents and for seeking growth in all tenures in order to sustain a
balanced range of housing tenures.
Affordable housing should be an integral part of new development where its size and
scale requires it. Too often in the past affordable housing payments generated from
development in the neighbourhood area have not been used to create or replace
local affordable housing. Whilst the plan recognises the value for money issue of
being able to build more cheaply elsewhere and accepts that the majority of the
funds should be used in this way a proportion should be spent locally as
opportunities arise.
In terms of car parking Soho has amongst the worst air quality in London and traffic
is a major generator of such pollution. In addition, Soho has the benefit of perhaps
the widest range of tube, bus, cycle hire and public and private taxi hire options
anywhere in the country. Providing parking usually requires the excavation of
basement and sub-basement space which adds substantial addition cost and can
make housing unviable. On street parking in Zone G is already heavily congested
and unless these are exceptional reasons occupants of housing that is provided in
the area should not have a right to apply for a residents parking permit but they
should be offered the option of belonging to a car club so that they have access to
arrange of vehicle sizes and types for essential and leisure uses.
POLICIES
HSP1 Where council policy requires affordable housing to be provided as part of
new development, this should be provided on-site or, when this is not practical,
within the Neighbourhood Area.
HSP2 Where payments in lieu of affordable housing is made in exceptional cases,
35% of such payments should be spent on affordable housing within the
Neighbourhood Area, assessed over a five-year running average.
HSP3 Development which results in an overall loss of housing use will not be
supported.
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HSP4 On-site parking will not be required for that part of new development which
includes housing. In addition, such housing should normally not acquire the right to
an on street parking permit but should be given membership of a car club.
SITE ALLOCATION The potential Crossrail 2 site bounded by Shaftesbury Avenue,
Greek Street, Romilly Street and Dean Street if redeveloped for this use, should be
designated to include a substantial element of housing in addition to those uses
which are protected and require to be replaced on site.

PDT 2.2 HOUSING MIX AND USE (HMU)
SURVEY ASPIRATION 8: to support development that provides an appropriate
mix of units and tenures to respond to defined local housing need and to
promote genuine and effective use of residential accommodation. 83%
Reasoning: In order to sustain the diverse residential community that is part of
Soho’s character, it is important that there continues to be a range of affordability in
the rented sector, as well as a variety of types and sizes of accommodation. At a
time of national housing need and local demand and when the stability of Soho’s
residential community faces significant challenges it is important that premises
designated for residential use achieve that purpose in practice. Empty properties and
properties that are being exploited commercially rather than used as homes have an
adverse effect.
Many of those with connections to or working in Soho and the immediate vicinity are
in occupations where they work long or unsocial hours and housing close to their
place of employment would be a considerable contribution to their health and wellbeing. Many are in forms of employment that are not sufficiently well paid to meet the
cost of market rents. However, they can pay reasonable levels of rent and therefore
the provision of housing charging intermediate rent levels will help to broaden the
housing mix of the area.
One cost which can prohibit providing social housing is the perceived view that each
housing type must have a separate entrance, and staircase/lift facilities. The
argument for this is that social housing tenants do not pay service charges so market
rent or housing for sale tenancies would subsidise the ongoing service charge costs
of the social element. However, social housing provision has to factor into the rent
set the cost of providing common parts and their service/maintenance so it is quite
possible to come to an arrangement with the social housing provider to attribute the
requisite rental proportion to meet these costs so there is not cross subsidy.
Exceptionally large housing units do not make the best use of the limited available
housing space in Soho and should not be permitted.
POLICIES
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HMU1 New housing should support the retention of a balanced residential
community in terms of meeting local housing need. This includes the provision of
intermediate housing.
HMU2 Developments which involve both private and public housing should provide
shared entrances and lobbies unless there are exceptional circumstances.
HMU3 Housing units which exceed the minimum space standards prescribed in the
GLA’s London Plan by more than 50% will not normally be supported.
RECOMMENDATIONS
HMUR1 Enforcement against the use of residential property for holiday lets beyond
the permitted 90 day annual total should be a priority for the council, in order to
maintain residential provision. Timescale: Ongoing

PDT 2.3 RESIDENTIAL AMENITY (RA)
SURVEY ASPIRATION 9A: to enhance the attractiveness of Soho for residents,
businesses, workers and visitors by reducing the high levels of daytime
disruption by development 76%
Reasoning: Some areas of Soho have experienced an intolerable level of disruption
through over-development in recent years, with negative impacts from noise, dirt, air
pollution and traffic disruption, along with increased antisocial behaviour in locations
where the quality of the general environment has declined. At one point during
summer 2017 there were more than 50 sites within Soho’s quarter of a square mile
where some form of development activity was taking place. Development has an
important part to play in Soho’s future but multiple developments taking place
simultaneously in such a small area impact amenity and the desirability of Soho as a
destination. Improvements to residential amenity will also tend to improve amenity
for businesses, their employees and visitors.
RECOMMENDATIONS
RAR1 Development which involves refurbishment of buildings rather than demolition
and reconstruction should normally be encouraged by WCC. Timescale: Ongoing
RAR2 Development which involves addition to existing buildings rather than
construction of new buildings should normally be encouraged by WCC. Timescale:
Ongoing
RAR3 Westminster Council should adopt a more detailed set of conditions for
construction designed to achieve clean, tidy and attractive site perimeters; the
minimisation of noise, dust and road closures; provision of clear and timely
information to neighbours; a clear process to deal with any problems; and a public
record of complaints. Developers should be required to comply with these standard
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conditions as part of any planning consent and face effective sanctions in the event
of breaches. Timescale: Immediate and then ongoing
RAR4 Landlords, development companies and their advisors should be encouraged
when drawing up their proposals to acknowledge the adverse impacts of the
construction phase and to think of and consult on ways in which the development
once complete will bring benefits to the vicinity as a whole in physical social and
environmental terms. Timescale: Ongoing
SURVEY ASPIRATION 9B: to enhance the attractiveness of Soho for residents
by reducing unnecessary night time noise 76%
Night-time noise is a significant problem for many Soho residents. Clearly, living in a
city centre means experiencing higher levels of noise than most other places.
However, disturbed sleep can have significant health impacts and where possible
this should be mitigated, in particular between the hours of 11pm and 7am.
Residents cite pedestrians (especially from venues with alcohol/loud music),
pedicabs, waste collection (especially bottle collections) and car horns (often from
PHVs and/or as a result of traffic held up by waste collection vehicles/PHVs) as
reduceable sources of avoidable night time noise. Improvements will support the
sustainability of Soho’s mixed residential community.
The plan aims to incentivise new housing with good residential amenity, but not
prevent new housing in already busy/noisy areas.

RECOMMENDATIONS
RAR5 The council should consider creating policies which encourage the location of
new residential accommodation in areas that are already significantly residential
rather than where they may be a clash with existing late night uses. Timescale:
medium.
RAR6 New housing should provide good residential amenity, particularly in relation
to external noise from night time activity. Timescale: ongoing.
RAR7 Planning consents for new development should include a condition that limits
deliveries and waste collection to between 7am and 11pm. Timescale: ongoing.
RAR8 Planning consent for new A3, A4, A5 and D uses should include a condition
that occupiers must prominently display specific standard notices – with a unique
design for Soho - alerting patrons to the need to respect local residents on
leaving. Timescale: medium.
RAR9 WCC should review the work of its noise team and other enforcement
resources to see if the service it offers can improve the speed and effectiveness of
the service it offers between 00.00 and 07.00. Timescale: Immediate
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SURVEY ASPIRATION 9C: to enhance the attractiveness of Soho for residents,
businesses, workers and visitors by reducing crime and antisocial behaviour.
76%
Reasoning: Poor lighting increases the risk of crime. Street urination has a negative
impact on everyone, while drug related activity often takes place in recessed spaces.
Action can be taken to ameliorate these issues.
RECOMMENDATIONS
RAR10 Developers should be encouraged to include measures to reduce street
urination in their applications, where possible, through building design and the
provision of on-street pissoirs in appropriate locations identified by the council.
Timescale: Immediate
RAR911Measures to ‘design out’ crime and ASB should be encouraged in new
development, where possible. Examples include external doorways (including fire
doors) being flush with the building line and effective external lighting. Timescale:
Immediate and then Ongoing

PDT 3 ENVIRONMENT
ASPIRATIONS, POLICIES, RECOMMENDATIONS AND
PROJECTS
These aspirations respond to the key environmental issues raised by the initial
working party and were endorsed by responses to the summer 2016 key issues
questionnaire and the spring 2017 stakeholder survey. The policies,
recommendations and projects below show how the plan will seek to meet these
aspirations. The wording takes account of suggestions made at the Environment
Salon held in October 2017.

PDT 3.1 AIR QUALITY (AQ)
SURVEY ASPIRATION Air Quality

To significantly improve air quality across Soho. 83%
Reasoning: Soho and central London generally experience some of the worst levels
of air pollution in the city as a whole. See
https://www.londonair.org.uk/london/asp/annualmaps.asp Whilst pollution is in the
atmosphere and wind born the plan seeks to prevent as far as possible more
pollutants being added to the atmosphere from buildings and activities within Soho.
Whilst much pollution is caused by vehicles through their emissions and tyre and
brake wear these are largely outside the scope of a land use plan. However, the
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servicing and deliveries to Soho businesses can be reduced through control
measures such as delivery service plans, freight consolidation and non-fossil fuel
burning last mile delivery modes such as bicycle and on foot.
In addition, new residential homes should be constructed and occupied in ways
which recognise the wide range of alternative transport options uniquely available in
central London and reduce dependence on car born transport. Therefore, such
developments should not only have no on-site parking provision but also occupation
should be conditioned to remove the right to apply for on street residential parking
permits. However, there are circumstances in which vehicle trips are seen as
unavoidable in relation to moving people or items such as furniture so all
developments should offer membership of a suitable car club which offers occupiers
access to a range of types and sizes of vehicle appropriate to their trip needs.
POLICIES
AQP 1 All major developments and refurbishments defined throughout this plan as being of
more than 1,000 sqm should aim to achieve BREEAM Excellent or equivalent ratings in
terms of emissions to air, unless the applicant can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the City
Council that this rating cannot be achieved. In their design proposals applicants should also
maximise the provision of measures which contribute to improving air quality by such things
as green infrastructure and methods of on-site energy generation which reduce reliance on
the use of fossil fuels.
AQP 2 All major development proposals must be accompanied by clear delivery service
plans (DSP) and provide to WCC a sum allocated to cover the cost of monitoring by the
council to ensure that the DSP id being complied with. The DSP must show how serving the
premises will contribute to reducing vehicle movements and be focused on measures such
as freight consolidation, shared delivery arrangements, restrictions on the most polluting
types of vehicles accessing the development and the timing of deliveries.
AQP 3 All development proposals must demonstrate how they will comply with the best
practice guidance in the GLA and London Councils guidance note ’The control of dust and
emissions from construction and demolition’
AQP 4 Within the SNA retained UDP policy TRANS 23 sections A and B will not apply.
Section D of that policy is replaced with the following wording “Because the SNA is well
served by public transport, residential developments are expected to be car free save for
those spaces required to provide disabled access. Occupiers of such developments will
normally have no right to on street residential parking permits but must be offered
membership of a car club.”
AQP 5 In developments providing retail space, designs should avoid the use of wide-open
entrances heated by air curtains and secured by roller shutters. Proposals which include
self-closing doors or other measures to reduce waste of heat and emissions to air will be
supported.
AQP 6 All power generation sources which are used to demolish, construct and provide
continuity of supply to developments such as construction plant, stand by generators,
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decentralised energy plant–including CCHP (Combined Cooling Heat and Power) must be
specified or designed to emit the lowest practically possible level of pollutants when in use.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Reasoning: The plan recognises that the majority of air pollution comes from vehicles and
the ability to alter this is controlled by others and by Transport for London in particular. As a
land use plan, this plan does not directly control the movement of goods and people.
Therefore, the plan recommends the adoption of policies by others which if adopted will help
to further reduce pollution as follows.
AQR 1 Air Quality Monitoring stations recording data to a standard recognised by WCC, TfL
and Government departments should be installed by them as a matter of urgency in at least
2 locations within the SNA. One of these should be sited as close as is practically possible to
Soho Parish School and its provision and maintenance should be a high priority for the
allocation of Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) funds. Timescale: Immediate
AQR 2 Inside the major boundary streets, the Soho Neighbourhood Area (SNA) should be
designated a 20 mph area by WCC and/or TfL and also widely signed as a ‘Pedestrian
Friendly Area’. Consideration should be given to designating certain streets as ‘pedestrian
only’ at certain times of the day using such measures as retractable bollards to ensure
compliance. Notices restricting traffic to delivery and emergency vehicles or private vehicles
in exceptional circumstances only (e.g. for those with mobility issues) are a less satisfactory
solutions as they can be ignored and enforcement is a costly process. Timescale:
Immediate to Medium
AQR 3 WCC should facilitate at least 50 on street electric vehicle charging points, including
some rapid charging installations in suitable locations, being provided in streets across the
SNA, 20 in designated residents’ parking bays, 10 in designated loading bays and 10 each
in the garages at Poland Street and Brewer Street. Electric vehicle car sharing clubs should
be promoted and encouraged. Timescale: Immediate to Medium
AQR 4 Differential parking charges should be introduced by WCC for on street parking bays
to make parking diesel and other highly polluting vehicles much more costly as has been
trialled in the Low Emission Neighbourhood in Marylebone. Timescale: Immediate to
Medium
AQR 5 Initiatives to pilot and adopt freight consolidation and waste collection reduction
measures should be supported by TfL, Westminster Council and major landowners in and
around Soho. Initiatives such as the West End Buyers Club and other preferred provider
schemes should be widely supported to help reduce vehicle movements. Initiatives in the
restaurant and hospitality sectors are especially needed as a priority to help reduce light van
movements. Timescale: Immediate to Long
AQR 6 Given the area’s high number of employees, initiatives by WCC, landlords and
occupiers to redirect online shopping deliveries/returns should be promoted and adopted to
prevent congestion. Timescale: Immediate to Long
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AQR 7 Awareness-raising and enforcement patrols under the auspices of WCC should be
carried out for vehicles idling unnecessarily. This should include the issuance of fixed
penalty notices where necessary. Timescale: Immediate to Long
AQR 8 All property owners and occupiers should be encouraged to upgrade existing boilers
such that all meet the “ultra low NOx” standard of less than 40mg/kWh of NOx by 2025 and
also provide running cost reductions. Timescale: Medium to Long
AQR 9 The City counci should establish a star rating system targeted at building occupiers
to indicate how well their activities control polluting emissions. Timescale: Medium
General Conformity with higher plans UDP ENV5 and 6, TRANS 20, WCP S31

PDT 3.2 TRAFFIC CONGESTION (TC)
SURVEY ASPIRATION Traffic Congestion

To reduce congestion and vehicle volumes by 30% over the life of
the plan while enhancing the growing need of all occupiers for
efficient deliveries and collections. 78%
Reasoning: Traffic congestion is a significant cause of additional carbon and pollutant
emissions, delay to business, risk to health and delay to pedestrians and it erodes and
degrades the physical environment within Soho. The Mayor of London’s Transport Strategy
seeks to make 80% of all trips in London to be made on foot, by cycle or using public
transport by 2041. https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mayors-transport-strategy2018.pdf Westminster City Council also seeks to reduce traffic congestion through its
Greener City Action Plan
file:///C:/Users/matth/Downloads/greener_city_action_plan_main%20(1).pdf The
neighbourhood plan seeks to make is own policy contribution to reducing this congestion.
N.B. As has been stated already highways matters are outside the remit of land use planning
so can only be recommendations. There are no simple solutions and the approach should be
based on ‘street by street’ and ‘activity by activity’ assessment of the measures that will
practically support this aspiration. Soho’s narrow street pattern increases the risk of
congestion and means that in order for the traffic to flow whilst some vehicles are parked to
make deliveries others pass them with one set of wheels on the pavement. This results in
costly paving slabs often breaking, rocking and becoming a hazard for pedestrians very
quickly. As an example, in North Berwick Street in May 2018 expensive and lengthy
repaving works have all had new paving slabs cracked within a few weeks of being
completed. This is neither value for money nor a sustainable solution.
POLICIES
See policies AQP2 and AQP4 above
RECOMMENDATIONS
See Recommendations AQR 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 above which also apply to meeting this
aspiration.
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Further recommendations
TCR 1 Traffic calming in narrow streets with high pedestrian use should be supported
through investment by WCC, TfL and others in high quality, robust, level shared surfaces
built so that pre-existing pavement space can withstand the same axle weights as the
carriageway. The carriageway should still be delineated by indicative ‘kerb’ stones and the
carriageway asphalted or otherwise treated to make clear the actual carriageway. Many
streets are extremely narrow shared surfaces will improve the ability of vehicles to pass
others which have stopped to make deliveries without pavements being constantly broken
and degraded as at present. Timescale: Immediate to Long
TCR 2 TfL and WCC should review those buildings and sites such as local car parks which
have the potential to offer opportunities to consolidate and distribute freight more sustainably
and protect the existing uses in planning terms so that these facilities are not lost to other
uses. These bodies, alone or with suitable partners, should trial the reuse of underused
space in local car parks for transfer from delivery vans to ‘to the door’ delivery on foot or by
bicycle/tricycle. Timescale: Immediate
TCR 3 To prevent large vehicles taking shortcuts through the area, vehicles over 7.5 tonne
should be banned from Soho except for access by WCC. Timescale: Medium
TCR 4 The plan supports the shared use of pavements where they are wide enough. These
should be resurfaced by WCC, TfL and others to provide shared surface loading bays whilst
also remaining usable by pedestrians. There is the opportunity to provide an additional such
bay on north side of Shaftesbury Avenue outside numbers 27 and 29. In other locations the
pavements should be widened to both give more space for pedestrians and to include
shared surface loading/unloading bays where the street width allows. Potential opportunities
are on the west side of Wardour Street between Shaftesbury Avenue and Winnett Street;
further up Wardour Street on the west side outside numbers 143 and 145; along the whole
length of Old Compton Street there are opportunities to widen pavements and incorporate
shared surface bays, on Noel Street south side outside numbers 14 to 21a. All proposed
locations will need a detailed layout assessment. There should be an assessment of the
entire length of Great Marlborough Street to see where pavements can be widened and bays
incorporated. Timescale: Immediate to Medium
TCR 5 Preferred carrier/supplier schemes should be developed as a matter of urgency by
WCC to reduce the number of waste collection vehicles plying for business in the area and
to help consolidate deliveries made to the area. Timescale: Immediate
See
file:///C:/Users/matth/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/EMN12
JET/Easter%20Sunday%20Times%20deliveries.pdf and
file:///C:/Users/matth/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/EMN12
JET/GrosvenorAnglo_Flyer.pdf
General Conformity with higher plans UDP TRANS 1, TRANS 15, 18 and 20, WCP S28

PDT 3.3 GREEN INFRASTRUCURE (GI)
SURVEY ASPIATION Green Infrastructure
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To support greening opportunities both at ground level and above,
with a target that 80% of the roofs of unlisted buildings should have
greening elements applied to them by the end of the plan. 82%
Reasoning: Providing green infrastructure increases the overall sustainability of new
development, increases a sense of health and well-being and can enhance the
attractiveness of the area. The plan seeks radically increase green space across Soho,
principally above ground with a target that 80% of major new buildings and refurbishments
contain significant green infrastructure by the end of the plan. This will also contribute to
improving air quality, reduce rainfall run off and increase biodiversity by incorporating
greening elements (such as more trees, green roofs and/or walls) where practically possible.
Factors to be taken into account in deciding where to locate such works will include such
things as whether or not the building is listed, load bearing issues, and safe access for
installation and maintenance. In relation to walls, in suitable locations plants which grow from
the ground and climb up walls will normally be easier to maintain and are less costly than
installing high maintenance living walls
The plan and the Soho Green Infrastructure Audit (Green Infrastructure Audit for Soho by
LUC Land Use Consultants, 43 Charlton St NW1 1JD) which proceeded it recognises that,
whilst there may be some possibilities, the intense 24/7 nature of the area limits the
opportunities for sustainable and maintainable improvements to greening at street level
across Soho. Because utility cables, drains and other services run in complex networks
under most pavements there may be only limited opportunities to plant additional trees. The
principal opportunity is therefore above ground, at often at roof level.
POLICIES
GIP 1 The creation of new green ‘pocket parks’ on roofs for employees and others to use will
normally be supported provided a robust management plan is in place to mitigate any
potential adverse impacts such as noise nuisance.
GIP 2 The plan encourages the highest practical level of greening to the building envelope of
developments to help address Soho’s known poor air quality.
GIP 3 Where works to roofs including mechanical plant such as lift over runs and air
handling is installed to meet new requirements or as replacements the plan requires
greening measures to be built into the solutions including any such housing or screening.
GIP 4 The loss of existing green infrastructure will be refused unless it is replaced with
similar or enhanced provision of such green infrastructure.
RECOMMENDATIONS
GIR 1 Where applications for small planning changes are made WCC should prepare and
issue planning guidance and best practice case studies to recommend that simple, low cost
and low maintenance greening measures are provided such as sedum pods, window boxes
and small-scale plant elements such as tubs and pots. Whilst the impact of each in itself is
small the collective impact on air quality, ecology and a sense of well-being has been shown
to be material. Timescale: Immediate to Medium
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GIR2 WCC should investigate to see if there are further sites within Soho with sufficient root
growing space below ground to allow for further tree planting and/or suitable wall climbing
plants. The 2015 Soho Green Infrastructure Audit highlighted a number of opportunities.
Timescale: Immediate
GIR 3 Measures to improve planting across Soho particularly in St Anne’s gardens, Golden
Square and Soho Square should be supported together with measures to increase bio
diversity such as suitably located insect hives and bird feeders. Timescale: Immediate to
Medium
GIR 4 The potential for ground level green infrastructure such as sustainable urban drainage
systems, and rain gardens as suggested in the Soho Green Infrastructure Audit should be
investigated and implemented by WCC, landlords and occuiers. Timescale: Immediate to
Long
General Conformity with higher plans UDP ENV 12 and 16, SS14, WCP S28

PDT 3.4 PEDESTRIANS (P)
SURVEY ASPIRATION Pedestrians To ease movement for pedestrians.

81%
Reasoning: The Plan aims to facilitate ease of movement and compatibility between
pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles. The plan expects that pedestrian use of the area will be
the priority whilst not unduly impeding effective deliveries and collection for businesses. The
objective is to see Soho become recognised by vehicle users and cyclists as a ‘pedestrian
friendly area’ particularly in the light of the intensification of pedestrian numbers posed by the
opening of the Elisabeth line and eventually probably Crossrail 2.
Highways legislation is mainly outside the scope of a neighbourhood plan, but the plan
makes recommendations as to where specific public realm improvements are needed. There
have been trials of pedestrianisation in Soho which were not successful. This was because
the closure hours were so long that an almost uncontrolled drinking and party atmosphere
was created that caused significant health risks and which prevented effective servicing and
street cleansing as well as caused severe noise nuisance for residents. Therefore successful
schemes such as those operated in the Carnaby Street area by Shaftsbury plc which time
the period of closure are preferred to 24/7 pedestrianisation schemes.
Tourists and visitors indicate that the area’s complex maze of streets can be difficult to
navigate so the plan urges better signage and digital solutions to improve this aspect.
POLICIES
PP1 All applications should be designed in such a way as to facilitate pedestrian movement,
design out blind spots and recessed doorways which can facilitate crime and antisocial
behaviour.
RECOMMENDATIONS
See also AQR2 which also applies to meeting this aspiration.
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PR 1 WCC should ensure that pedestrianisation of any selected streets should only be for
limited times of the day and evening to prevent anti-social use late at night of such areas and
to allow sufficient cleansing and servicing at night and in the early morning. Timescale:
Immediate to Long
PR 2 A robust visitor digital wi-fi infrastructure should be installed by relevant providers to
allow visitors to explore the area and help wayfinding. Timescale: Medium
PR 3 More Legible London signage should be installed in accordance with the
recommendations of the 2014 Soho Public Real study by Publica. Timescale: Immediate to
Medium
PR 4 The public realm and street lighting in the side streets and passageways of the area
should be renewed and upgraded by WCC as necessary to widen the range of safe
thoroughfares easily accessed by pedestrians to help relieve pressure on the main streets
within the SNA. Timescale: Medium to Long
PR 5 Westminster City Council should ensure that 100% of its drainage gullies are in
working order and are free flowing. The council should set up a system which requires pre
and post development survey of gullies to check that they are free flowing before and after
development and not blocked by concrete run off and other debris. Timescale: Immediate to
Medium
PR 6 Areas of significant ponding after rainfall should be identified by WCC and planned to
be eliminated in future works to ensure a better walking environment during periods of rain.
Timescale: Immediate to Long
PR 7 WCC should require applicants to consider as part of their proposals the provision and
maintenance of well-designed and robust seating and public toilets as desirable and suitable
measures to enhance the public realm. Developments which do not make such provision
without reasoned justification will not be supported. Timescale: Immediate
General Conformity with higher plans UDP TRANS 3

PDT 3.5 CYCLING (C)
SURVEY ASPIRATION Cyclists To improve facilities for cyclists 63%
Reasoning: Cycling is a sustainable and healthy means of transport to and within Soho and
provides an alternative to the use of vehicles with carbon and pollutant emissions. There are
also significant reductions in the carriageway requirements for cycles over other vehicles so
increasing space for pedestrians and reducing congestion. Central London is still very
dependent on the car and has real scope to increase cycling as this link comparing use and
safety in major cities shows https://unearthed.greenpeace.org/2018/05/22/green-transporteuropean-cities-five-charts/
POLICIES
CP 1 Applications for major developments and refurbishments will be expected to provide
well-designed and robust changing facilities and lockers within the development in addition
to providing more cycle stands within and in the immediate vicinity of the development.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
CR 1 That WCC and TfL should fund as soon as possible the improvements to the 10
streets identified in the 2014 Publica study. Timescale: Immediate to Medium
CR 2 WCC and TfL should review the provision of cycle stands and aim to increase
provision by 30% across the area in suitable locations during the life of the plan. Timescale:
Immediate to Medium
CR 3 WCC and TfL should consider the potential for contraflow cycle lanes in streets in
Soho, which are sufficiently wide to accommodate them safely. Timescale: Medium to Long
CR 4 Within developments where on-site provision may not be feasible employers should be
encouraged to provide staff with access to cycle stands, changing facilities and lockers by
way of membership of local organisations, such as H2, which supply these. Timescale:
Immediate to Medium
CR 5 TFL should review whether further enforcement and penalties are desirable to
discourage dangerous and careless cycling. Timescale: Medium to Long
CR 6 WCC should continue to support the TfL bike hire scheme and should not allow
dockless bike schemes such as Ofo and Urbo to operate within Soho. Soho streets are
narrow and congested and are not suitable for dockless shared bikes. Timescale:
Immediate
General Conformity with higher plans UDP TRANS 9

PDT 3.6 WASTE AND RECYCLING (WR)
SURVEY ASPIRATION Recycling

To ensure that all waste facilities provided as part of developments
are designed, built and resourced to enable the maximum amount
of waste to be dealt with by recycling. 84%
Reasoning:
The City of Westminster Municipal Waste Management Strategy 2016 – 2031 includes the
following aims and objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

To maximise the management of waste in the top three sections of the waste hierarchy
(reduction, reuse and recycling)
Continue to promote waste reduction initiatives particularly those relating to food waste
Continue to develop partnerships with organisations (particularly local community groups
and others in the third sector) to stimulate higher reduction, reuse and recycling rates
Expand ‘on the go’ recycling services for street litter
Expand commercial waste recycling services

The strategy also includes the following targets:
•

To achieve a municipal waste recycling rate of 35% by 2020, 40% by 2025 and 45% by
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•
•

2031
To encourage all commercial organizations in Westminster to recycle their waste
To maximize diversion of biodegradable municipal waste from landfill to meet national
and regional targets

Whilst many of the borough-wide ongoing activities and new initiatives being undertaken by
WCC will be applicable within Soho, there are specific considerations affecting Soho as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

very high density of flats/apartments
minimal individual household collections
a desire to reduce the number of on-street waste and recycling bags
high footfall of visitors to the area and activity 24/7
high proportion of commercial businesses
many food and beverage outlets, predominantly small in size
narrow roadways and predominantly one way
pavement widths typically small and bags placed on the street and bins on the pavement
reduce the usable pavement
congested streets
high levels of air pollution

One of the principal negative aspects of Soho intimate street pattern and narrow pavements
is that rubbish and dumping can disfigure the area. A key aim is to reduce significantly the
need to place rubbish bags on the street for collection over the life of the plan. Heavy
pedestrian use of the area 24/7 means that these rubbish bags impede pedestrians, cause
obstruction, are a source of additional litter and dumping and are sometimes damaged by
dogs, birds and by people scavenging. The plan aims to achieve this by requiring as part of
development the provision of secure waste storage facilities. This applies to commercial and
residential developments. Additional on street and below ground facilities are also likely to
be required.
The plan emphasises the need to ensure at the planning stage that developments include
dedicated facilities for mixed recycling within the boundaries of the development, and that
easy access is provided for recycling collections.
Major development and refurbishment proposals should play an important part in reducing
the need to place rubbish bags on the street. This can be achieved by not only providing the
correct space and facilities for the waste produced by the development but also as a form of
planning benefit providing increased or additional waste storage space which can be
accessed by occupiers of neighbouring properties without internal storage facilities within an
indicative radius of 100 metres to place their own waste and recyclables for collection. Such
access must be controlled by suitable technology to prevent free loading and abuse.
Requiring individuals and businesses to take more responsibility for the waste they produce
requires behaviour change and can be contentious. However, the aspirations and policies for
waste and recycling in Soho have been developed following two consultations with Soho
residents, visitors and workers. The first key issues consultation addressed the following
issue with regards to waste (including food waste):
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To improve the local environment by reducing the impact of waste, in particular, by
eradicating the need to pile rubbish bags on the street for collection over the life of the plan
and by supporting dedicated food waste collections and other similar facilities.
And the average strength of agreement was 8.1 (out of 10) with people who live in Soho
averaging 7.8, visiting 8.4 and working 8.0.
The second stakeholder consultation asked the following with regards to recycling:
To ensure that all waste facilities provided as part of developments are designed, built and
resourced to enable the maximum amount of waste to be dealt with by recycling.
And the average strength of agreement was 8.4 (out of 10) with people who live in Soho
averaging 7.8, visiting 8.7 and working 8.5.
POLICIES
WRP 1 Applications for new major developments and refurbishments must provide for off
street waste and recycling facilities within the boundary of the development. These must
allow easy access for contractors to collect the materials.
WRP 2 Major new developments and refurbishments that are designed for letting to
separate commercial occupiers should provide within the overall design the provision of a
single waste and recycling facility for use by all occupiers of the development. This will help
to minimise vehicle movements related to waste and recycling collections from the building.
WRP 3 Because of the age and character of many buildings within Soho, many do not
readily provide sufficient space for on-site storage of waste and recycling materials and
Soho has a recognised problem of rubbish being left on pavements. In order to respond to
this problem major new developments and refurbishments should normally provide properly
controlled waste and recycling facilities of a sufficient size that can be used by neighbouring
properties in the immediate vicinity. This should be considered as a planning benefit which
contributes to improving the on street environment alongside and as a higher priority than
such things as cosmetic improvements to the public realm and public art as this will reduce
the need for smaller properties without adequate waste and recycling storage facilities to
place bags on the street awaiting collection.
WRP 4 When applications are made for refurbishment or change of use for existing
developments and smaller schemes, applicants must ensure that, where existing waste and
recycling facilities are inadequate for the new use then within the boundary of the
development, adequate additional provision is made that allows occupiers to store and
separate waste and recyclable materials. These facilities should be designed so they are
located to allow easy access for contractors to collect the materials.
RECOMMENDATIONS
WRR 1 On-street paid for parking bays should be reviewed and in the absence of other
suitable locations reduced where necessary by WCC to provide additional space for suitably
designed on-street waste and recycling storage containers. These should be well designed
and have clear signage to indicate who can use them, suitable access technology to prevent
freeloading, the materials they should be used for and how issues such as full bins and fly35

tipping can be notified, and enforcement processes followed. Timescale: Medium to Long
WRR 2 In addition the plan supports a radical reduction in waste and recycling collection
vehicle movement by adopting a ‘street by street’ basis. WCC should establish the number
of current recycling service providers and frequency of collections in order to optimise and
reduce the number of vehicle movements and make service provision easier to understand
(collection times, full bins and fly-tipping reporting etc). This should be followed by setting up
preferred provider schemes to reduce the number of vehicles carrying out waste collections
as has been successfully trialled in Bond Street. Timescale: Immediate to Medium
INSERT LINK to that scheme.
WRR 3 The time slots for waste and recycling bags being put out on the street should be
reviewed to ensure that vehicle movements for Westminster City Council’s municipal waste
and recycling collection company’s vehicles are minimised. Timescale: Immediate to
Medium
WRR 4 There should be early adoption within Soho of WCC’s ‘smart’ bin monitoring system
to help to optimise the movement of the collection vehicles and ensure that bins that are full
do not become fly-tipping locations. Timescale: Immediate to Medium
WRR 5 To help reduce street littering and food packaging waste the number of litter bins and
recycling bins should be substantially increased on streets within the area and in all the
public open spaces as a matter of priority. Timescale: Immediate
WRR 6 WCC and their parks grounds maintenance contractor (currently Continental
Landscapes Ltd) should assess the existing waste and recycling facilities in St Anne’s
Churchyard, Soho Square Gardens and Golden Square Gardens (and other private gardens
and public spaces within Soho) with a view to providing additional recycling services to Soho
from within the spaces. Timescale: Immediate
WRR 7 WCC should ensure ‘On the Go’ recycling is in place for all Soho one off events by
making it a condition for granting a licence for these events. Timescale: Immediate
WRR 8 WCC should ensure those proposing developments are aware of Westminster’s
‘Best in Class’ Waste Storage Requirements. Timescale: Immediate
see
http://transact.westminster.gov.uk/docstores/publications_store/planning/Waste_Storage_Re
quirements.pdf.
WRR 9 WCC should set-up water bottle refill stations in key locations in Soho such as St
Anne’s Churchyard, Soho Square Gardens, Golden Square Gardens, Ramilles Street/Place
and tube stations. WCC should actively promote adoption and usage of the free water Refill
scheme. Timescale: Medium
see https://www.refill.org.uk/refill-scheme/london/
WRR 10 WCC should work with takeaway coffee shops to encourage them to provide
discounts for reusing cups, and to fund dedicated coffee cup recycling bins to be situated
around Soho. WCC should as a matter of priority extend the coffee cup recycling scheme
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trialled in Victoria and recently deployed in the Heart of London Business Alliance area to
Soho. Timescale: Immediate
see https://cleanstreets.westminster.gov.uk/good-to-go-coffee-cup-recycling-schemelaunched-in-westminster/
WRR 11 WCC and their recycling champions should work positively with development
‘gatekeepers’ (landlords, porters, cleaners and managing agents) and incentivise and/or
reward positive behaviour as appropriate. Timescale: Immediate
WRR 12 Noise impacts associated with the collection of loose bottles at night have a wide
spread negative impact on amenity and should cease between 00.00 and 07.00 once the
plan is adopted. Licensing policy should be reviewed to help premises licence holders to
address this issue and landlords are also encouraged to review their lease provisions to help
achieve this. Timescale: Immediate to Medium
WRR 13 WCC should hold a competition and commission a local artist to design a recycling
bin that would fit better with the character and ambience of the Soho neighbourhood.
Timescale: Medium
WRR 14 WCC should develop a recycling recognition scheme for commercial businesses
e.g. a certificate for adhering to best recycling practice for businesses to put up, such as gold
stars. Timescale: Medium
General Conformity with higher plans UDP ENV 12, WCP S44

PDT 3.7 FOOD WASTE RECYCLING (FW)
SURVEY ASPIRATION Waste (including food waste)

To improve the local environment by reducing the impact of waste,
in particular, by eradicating the need to pile rubbish bags on the
street for collection over the life of the plan and by supporting
dedicated food waste collections and other similar facilities. 81%

Reasoning: Soho has a very long and established role as a centre for catering and
hospitality. There is a huge concentration of restaurants, pubs, bars, clubs, nightclubs,
theatres and other entertainment venues in the area all to a greater or lesser extent
providing food. Businesses in this sector should be encouraged to work collaboratively to
ensure that food waste is minimised and dealt with in ways that reduce its adverse impact on
the area and create unnecessary waste. At a minimum the plan wishes to see all food and
hospitality businesses required to provide facilities for food waste recycling.
POLICIES
FWP 1 Applications for new developments and major refurbishment where the provision of
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food and drink will be a primary activity must provide sufficient space in which to store food
waste for recycling separate to other waste and recyclables.
FWP 2 All other premises which include the provision or retailing of food and drink should
contain sufficient space in which to store food waste for recycling separate to other waste
and recyclables.
FWP 3 All premises which include the provision of food and drink should use the food waste
recycling service provided by WCC and Veolia, or an equivalent service from another
contractor.
RECOMMENDATIONS
FWR 1 A food waste ‘preferred provider’ collection service should be established for Soho’s
commercial food and drink related premises preferably using suitably adapted vehicles to
reduce spillages and where possible by electric vehicles or hybrid vehicles to reduce
polluting emissions. By default this should be the Westminster/Veolia service
https://cleanstreets.westminster.gov.uk/food-waste-recycling-london/ Timescale: Immediate
to Medium
FWR 2 WCC should communicate with Soho’s food, drink and hospitality businesses and
encourage them to sign up for the above service. Timescale: Immediate
FWR 3 WCC licensing policy and landlord lease provisions should be amended to play a
constructive part in achieving take-up of the food waste collection service, and to encourage
shared food waste facilities. Timescale: Medium
FWR 4 Where there is waste pre-packaged food that is capable of safe consumption
retailers should be encouraged to work with suitable charities to minimise wasted food. WCC
should actively promote adoption by businesses of food waste usage schemes such as Too Good to
Go or Olio - see https://toogoodtogo.co.uk/ and https://olioex.com/ Timescale: Immediate

General Conformity with higher plans UDP ENV12, WCP S44

PDT 3.8 PUBLIC SPACES (PS)
SURVEY ASPIRATION Public spaces

To increase the number of pleasant and quiet public places for
workers, visitors and residents to sit and relax within Soho by
designating at least five new spaces over the life of the plan. 77%

Reasoning: Soho has three existing public open spaces, Soho Square, Golden Square and
St Anne’s Gardens. All are intensively used and in periods of fine weather are often heavily
overcrowded (SEE PHOTOS) As use of the area increases as a result of further business
growth and increased numbers of visitors the plan seeks to provide some additional spaces
in this busy and heavily developed area where there are opportunities to sit and relax.
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POLICIES
PSP 1 The plan designates 2 quiet oases at Ramillies Place and Dufours Place. CIL funds
should be provided to fund the redesign and improvement of these areas with Ramillies
Place/Street being the first and highest priority; followed by Dufours Place. Another suitable
location will be designated during the life of the plan.
RECOMMENDATIONS
PSR 1 The Ramillies Place/Street area should be improved urgently by a partnership
between WCC, TfL, NWEC and the Photographers Gallery. Timescale: Immediate
General Conformity with higher plans UDP ENV 15, SOC 6, WCP S34 and S35

2. Community Infrastructure Levy priorities
COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL)
The forum requests the agreement of local ward councillors and Westminster City Council
that the neighbourhood proportion of CIL funds generated in the SNA is spent (together with
the Council’s strategic portion where appropriate) to achieve the plan recommendations. We
have allocated timescales to achieving each of the recommendations and would expect that
those marked immediate will normally be the recommendations to be supported first. The
forum would welcome more detailed discussion with the Council on agreeing priorities and
projects.
We recognise that a current lack of effective oversight and enforcement undermines a lot of
what the plan aspires to achieve. Although not linked to any specific recommendation we
wish to see more resources for improved enforcement and this is a high priority for the
allocation of the neighbourhood portion of CIL

Draft date 26.7.18
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